10 SIGNS YOU’RE
SUCCEEDING AT
EMPLOYER BRANDING

75% OF JOB SEEKERS
CONSIDER AN
EMPLOYER’S BRAND
BEFORE EVEN
APPLYING FOR A JOB.
A strong and engaging employer brand is essential for both marketing and
recruitment. What your brand communicates speaks volumes to your workplace
culture and company’s core values. How do you know if you’re doing it right?
Check out our 10 factors for gauging employer branding success.

1

YOU KNOW WHO
YOU ARE AND YOU
CELEBRATE IT

Your company and brand doesn’t suffer from
an identity crisis. You don’t try to be everything
to everyone, and are actually OK with turning
some people off. You have a strong brand
message and communicate it in everything you
do - from content marketing to social media
posts to your job postings. Your company
knows who it is and attracts an authentic
audience.

YOU MAXIMIZE
SOCIAL MEDIA
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Your company may have fought it for awhile,
but you’ve finally realized that social media
is here to stay. Hopefully, you’ve also noticed
that it’s a critical vehicle for not only reaching
potential clients and customers, but also
prospective candidates. Not only do you have
a company Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and LinkedIn, but your employees are active
in sharing your content to their personal
networks. They’re proud to work for your
company, and want to show it off.

3

YOU SHOW AND
DON’T TELL.

A brand isn’t what you say it is; it’s what
everyone else says it is. You can claim to
be the coolest kid on the block, but if your
constituents are saying something different THAT becomes the truth. You understand the
power of showing who you are and what you
stand for, and know that speaks volumes over
screaming it from the rooftop. Photos, graphics
and videos are engaging and effectively tell
your company story for you.
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YOU EMBRACE
YOUR COMPANY
CULTURE
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Are your employees PhDs, tattooed artists,
creative geniuses or automotive gearheads?
Do you work 24/7 or have yoga sessions
during lunch? Whatever your company culture
is, not only does the C-suite embrace it, they
encourage it.

5

YOU LOVE YOUR
EMPLOYEES AND
AREN’T AFRAID TO
SHOW IT.

You know your employees are at the heart
and soul of your company. You make sure to
recognize them on a regular basis, whether
with a staff-meeting shout out or highlight
in your e-newsletter. It’s essential to make
your employees feel they are an important
part of what makes your company work.
Telling their stories is a great way to make a
human-to-human connection with prospective
candidates.
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6

YOUR HR AND
MARKETING TEAMS
ARE BFFS

You know that hiring should be treated
similarly to marketing. If you’re really good,
your marketing and HR departments work
hand-in-hand when it comes to posting job
openings and communicating company
culture. What HR recruitment tools are you
using? What does your Linkedin company
profile say about you? Are you sharing job
openings on social media platforms? You know
that recruiting top talent takes more than a
simple job posting.

YOUR LEADERSHIP
IS ON BOARD
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Your CEOs and top-level executives understand
the value of a strong brand. They’re leaders
and innovators who are constantly evaluating
market trends, seeking out creative solutions,
and allowing their staff to take ownership of
company growth and success. If employer
branding is important to your CEO, it’s
important for the entire company.

YOUR ENTIRE
STAFF KNOWS
WHAT MAKES YOU
DIFFERENT, BETTER,
SMARTER, FASTER
THAN COMPETITORS

If you ask employees from different
departments, they’ll all be able to tell you why
your company is the best, and most likely,
they’ll all have a similar answer. Your brand
message is strong when your employees are
able to clearly call out and communicate what
makes you better than competitors.

YOUR CURRENT
EMPLOYEES
ARE YOUR BEST
REFERRAL SOURCE
FOR TOP TALENT
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If the majority of your candidates come from
word-of-mouth or employee referrals, your
employer branding is on point. You have
satisfied, happy employees who enjoy where
they work enough to tell their friends, family
and networks about open positions.

10

YOU CREATE
CONTENT THAT
MATTERS.

When you have a strong brand, you know what
you want to say and what value you bring
to the market. You create content people
crave, and have talented employees to do so.
Positioning yourself as an industry expert not
only raises your company profile, but attracts
top leaders and innovators to come work for
your company.
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